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Let R be a ring with identity. Let C be a class of R-modules l’chich is closed under 
submodules and isomorphic images. Define a submodule C of an H-module M to be a 
C-submodule of M if CE C. An R-module M is said to be C-finite dimensional if it does 
not contain an infinite direct sum of non-zero C-submodules of M. Theorem: Let M be a 
C-finite dimensional R-module, Then there is a uniform bound (the C-dimension of M) 
on the number of non-zero C-submodules in a direct sum of submodules of M. When 
C =!&, we recover the definition of dimension in the sense of Goldie. When C is the 
class of torsion-free modules relative to a kernel functor o, we derive the formula: 
dim M = a-dim M + dim (a(M)) where for an R-module ,‘V, dim N is the dimension of IV 
in the sense of Goldie and u-dim N is the dimension of N relative to the class of o-torsion- 
free modules. A special case gives a new interpretation of rank of a module as defined by 
Goldie. 
Introduction 
Let R be a ring with identity and let ‘2XR denote the category of unital right R- 
modules. Let C be a class of R-modules which is closed under submodules and iso- 
morphic images. We define the notion of finite dimensionality relative to C. When 
a module M is C-finite dimensional, we can attach an invariant non-negative integer 
to it. We call it the C-dimension ofM. When C = !!&, we recover the definition of 
dimension in the sense of Goldie (cf. [ 1,2]). When C is the class of torsion-free 
modules relative to a kernel functor cr, we derive the formula: dim M = o-dim M + 
dim (o(M)) where for an R-module N, dim N is the dimension of N in the sense of 
Goldie and o-dim N is the dimension of N relative to the class of u-torsion-free 
modules. A special case gives a new interpretation of rank of a module as defined 
in Goldie [3], Applications and related results will be given elsewhere. 
Henceforth,, C will denote a class of R-modules which is closed under submodules 
and isomorphic images. 
Main result. A submodule C of an R-module M is a C-submodule of IV if C E C. An 
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R-module M’ is said to be C-finite dimensional if it does not contain an infinite 
direct sum of non-zero C-submodules ofM. 
Theorem. Let M be an R-module. Then, either M is not C-finite dimensional or 
there is a uniform bound (the C-dimension of M) on the number of non-zero C- 
submodules in a direct sum of submodules of M. 
A more precise result is stated later. 
1. Finite dimensiondity relative to class C 
Define a submodule N of M to be C-large in M if N intersects each non-zero C- 
submodule of M nontrivialty. An R-module is C-null if it does not contain a non- 
zero C-su bmodule. 
Remarks 1. If C = Y!&, then a submodule L of R-module M is C-large in M if and 
only if L is a large submodule (in the usual sense) of M. 
2. An R-module M is C-null if and only if 0 is a C-large submodule of M. 
3. If 1; is a large submodule of M, then L is C-large. If M E C, the converse is true. 
4. A submodule L of M is C-large in M if and only if, for 0 # m EM, mR E C, 
wehaveLnmRf0. 
Proposition 1 .I. Let M be an R-module. 
(i) If L, and L2 are C-large in M, so is L, n L,. 
(ii) Let L C K c M. Suppose L is C-large in K and K is C-large in M. Then L is 
C-large in M. 
Proof. An easy verification. 
Let M be an R-module. For m EM, define rR (m) = {r E R 1 mr = 0). 
Lemma 1.2. Let Li be C-large submodules of R-modules Mi for i = 1,2, . . . n. Then 
LI k..@L, isC-largeinM1@ . ..@Mn. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. It is enough to prove it for n = 2. 
LetO#(ml,m2)REM1@M2,(ml,m2)REC.Weshow(m1,m2)Rn 
(L1 @ L2) f 0. Consider the following exact sequences ofR-modules 
i2 
0-+K1---+(ml,m2)R~m2R+0, 
where q((mI, m2)r) = m2r, K, = kera2, and i2 is the inclusion map and 
. 
()+K23+ (ml:, m2)R 2 m,R + 0, 
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where arl ((no, m2)r) = mlr, K, = ker al, and i1 is the inclusion map. 
Case 1. a2 or al is not one-to-one. Because of symmetry, assume a2 is not one-to- 
one. Now ker CL 2 = i(ml, m+$rlm2r =0) = (ml, m2)rR(m2). Thus 0 # 
(ml, m2)rR(m2) EC. Since (ml, m2)rR(m2) s mlrR(m2), mlrR(m2) c~ C. Now 
L, is C-large in Ml9 therefore, ml rR (m2) n L 1 # 0. Let 0 # m 1 t E L 1, t E rR(m2). 
Then 0 # (ml, m2)t EL1 @L2, since m2t = 0. Thus (ml, m2)R n (L1 @ 4) # 0. 
Case 2. Both arl and a2 are one-to-one. Note if ac2 is one-to-one, (ml, m2)rR(m2) = 0. 
This implies for r E R, whenever m2r = 0, mlr = 0. Similarly if al is one-to-one, 
mlr = 0 implies mf = 0. Thus if both cq and a2 are one-to-one, mlr = 0 if and only 
if m2r = 0. 
Since 0 # (ml, m2)R and both cq and a2 are one-to-one, 11~1 # 0, ~11 # 0. Now 
(q, q)R 2 mlR.ThusO#mlREC.SinceL1 isC-largeinM1, m,R nLl #O. 
Let 0 # mlr EL1. Now since mlr 7t 0, m2r # 0. As before, rqR E C. Thus 
0 # (m2r)R E C. Since L2 is C-large in 4, L2 n (m2r)R # 0. Let 0 # (my-)s E Lz. 
Then 0 # (ml,m2)rs EL1 @L,. Thus (ml, m2)R f~ (L1 @ L2) # 0 and the result 
follows. 
Recall an R-module M is said to be finite dimensional if it does not contain an 
infinite direct sum of non-zero submodules of M. 
If an R-module M E C, then M is C-finite dimensional if and only if M is finite 
dimensional. Submodules of C-finite dimensional modules are C-finite dimensional. 
An R-module M is said to be C-uniform if intersection of any two non-zero C- 
submodules of M is non-zero. 
Proposition 1.3. Let M be a C-finite dimensiofzal R-module. 17zerz : 
(i) Every non-zero submodule of M corltains a non-zero C-uniform submodrrlc. 
(ii) Either M is C-null or M corztailzs a C-large direct sum of non-zero twifOrm 
C-submodules of M. 
(iii) Let Ml @ . . . @ Mk and N, @ _.. @ Nr be C-large in M where Mi (i = I r . . ., k) arzd 
Nj 0’~ 13 me.3 r) are non-zero uniform C-submodules of M. Then k = 1. 
Proof. (i). Let 0 #N be a submodule of M. If N is C-null, N is C-uniform. Suppose 
N is not C-null. Let 0 #K 5 N, K E C. Then K is C-finite dimensional, and hence 
finite dimensional. Therefore, by [I, Lemma 1.21, K contains a non-zero uniform 
submodule. Thus N contains a non-zero C-uniform submodule. 
(ii) Suppose M is not C-null. Thus it contains non-zero C-submodules. Hence hv _ 
(i), M contains non-zero uniform C-submodules. Let N = C, @ . . . @ C,2 be a direct 
sum where Ci’S are non-zero uniform C-submodules of M. Either N is C-large in M 
or there exists 0 #K EM, K E C such that K n N = 0. Again by (i), K contains a 
non-zero uniform C-submodule, say CrI+l. Then N’ = Cl+...@ C,)+, is direct. Either /v’ 
is C-large in M or we can repeat he process. Since M is C-finite dimensional. we will 
obtain a submodule which is a direct sum of non-zero uniform C-submodules and 
which is C-large in M. 
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(iii) Set M’ = M2 @ . . . @ Mk. We claim M’ n Ni = 0 for some j. Suppose not. Then, 
since fV”s are uniform, 0 f: M’ n Ni is C-large in Nj for all j. Thus by Lemma 1.2, 
M’ n Nl @ . . . @M’ nl’i$ is C-large in N, @ . . . @ Nl. This implies [Propaisition 1 .l] 
that A/’ is C-large in M. But M’ n M, # 0, a contradiction. Hence M’ In Nj = 0 for 
somej. By reindexing, we suppose M’ n IV, = 0. Thus A? = M2@,... @Mk@ N, is a 
djrect sum of non-zero @form C-submodules ofM. We claim M is C-large in M. 
M fil$ # 0 (i 2 2) and M n MI # 0 because MI G . . . @ Mk isAC-large inM. Thus 
0 #M P) Mi (i 2 1) is C-large in Mis As before, this implies M n MI @ . . . @ M n Mk is 
C-largf in M. In particular, M is C-large in M. We can repeat he process, starting 
with M = M2 @ . . . @ Mk @N,. This implies 1 < k. By symmetry k < 1. Thus k = 2. 
Theclrrem 1.4. Let M be a C-finite dimensional R-module. Then there (exists a non- 
negaHve integer n, to be called C-dimension of M (C-dim M) such that : 
(i) Tlzere xists a direct suyn of non-zero uniform C-submodules which has n 
terms. 
(ii) Evey direct sum of non-zero C-submodules of’M has at most n terms. 
(iii) A submodule N of M is C-hrge in M if and on@ ifit has a direct sum of 
mm-zero uniform C-submodules with n terms. 
Roof. (i) By Proposition 1.3 (ii), either M is C-null, in which case we define 
C-dim M = 0 or M contains a C-large direct sum of non-zero uniform C-submodules, 
say, Ct @ . . . @ Cn. By (iii) of Proposition 1.3, n is uniquely determined. Define 
C-dim M = rl. 
(ii) Let D, @ . . . @ Din be a direct sum of non-zero C-submodules of M. Let 0 # Ci 
be a uniform submodule of Di, i= 1, . . . . m. Then Cl a . . . @ Cm is a direct sum of 
non-zero uniform C-submodules ofM. We noticed in the proof of (ii) of Proposition 
1.3 that a direct sum of non-zero uniform C-submodules ofM is either C-large in M 
or can be eniarged to a C-large direct sum of non-zero uniform C-submodules ofM. 
Thus, by (iii) of Proposition 1.3, m < n. 
(iii) Suppose N is C-null. Then M is also C-null and the result follows. Otherwise, 
by (ii) of Proposition 1.3, N contains a C-large direct sum of non-zero uniform C- 
submodules ofN, say D, @ :.. @ Din. By Proposition 1.1, D, @ . . . @ Din is C-large in M. 
Then m = n by Proposition 1.3 (iii]. Thus N contains a direct sum of non-zero uni- 
form C-submodules with n terms. 
Conversely, ;f f2 = 0, N is, trivially, C-large in M. Otherwise, suppose K, @ .. . @ Kn 
is a direct sum of non-zero C-submodules contained in N. If N is not C-large in M, 
there is a non-zero C-submodule, say, &I+* such that N n Kn+l = 0. In particular, 
the sum K, @ .. . @ K,,+* is direct. This contradicts (ii). Thus N is C-large. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
If an R-module M is not C-finite dimensional, we define C-dim M to be infinite. 
Corollary B S. Let N be a C-large submodule of M. ?&en C-dim N = C-aim M. 
2. Finite dimensionality relative to a kernel functor 
Let o be a left exact pre-radical (kernel functor in the sense of Goldman [4J) as 
defined in [S] . Then F,, the class of torsion-free R-modules is closed under sub- 
modules and isomorphic images. We shall say a submodule N of an R-module M is 
u-large in M if it is large in M relative to the class F,, M is u-finite dimensional if it 
is finite dimensional relative to F,, . . . . Thus M is o-finite dimensional if M does not 
contain an infinite direct sum of non-zero torsion-free submodules. 
As a special case of Theorem 1.4, 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be an R-module. Then: 
(i) Either M is not a-finite dimensional or there is a unijorm bound (the U- 
dimension of M) on the number of non-zero torsion-free terms in a direct sum of 
submodules of M. If o-dim M is finite, then a submodule N oj’M is u-fargc in M if 
and om’y if it contains a direct sum of non-zero uniform torsion-free submodules 
with u-dim M terms. 
(ii) dim M = u-dim M + dim (u(M)). 
Proof. We have only to prove (ii). 
If either u-dim M or dim (u(M)) is infinite, the equality holds. 
Suppose dim (u(M)) <=J and u-dim M 00. Let F, tfj...@ Fk be a u-large direct 
sum of non-zero uniform torsion-free submodules of M and let T = T, G . . . C+ TI be 3 
direct sum of non;zero uniform torsion submodules which is large in u(M). Trivially. 
F n T = 0. Thus to prove dim M = u-dim M + dim (u(M)), it is enough to prove that 
F @ T is a large submodule of M. Let 0 # K CM. If u(K) # 0, K n T f 0. If a(K) ~0, 
F n K # 0. In either case, (I;‘@ T) n K # 0. Thus, F tfi T is large in M and the result 
follows. 
Let Z(M) denote the singular submodule of M. Then, as a special case of Propo- 
sition 2.1, 
Corollary 2.2. For an R-module M, dim M = Z-dim M + dim (Z(M)). 
Remark. For a finite dimensional R-module M, Goldie [3] defined rank M = dim hl 
- dim (Z(M)). Hence, when M is finite dimensional, rank M = Z-dim M. Thus we 
recover the definition of rank. However, it is possible that dim M is infinite, but 
Z-dimension is Unite. 
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